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Chapter 1:  The Picture in the Bedroom 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
puny    salty  

gilded    purified 

listing    used to 

cinema    the front end of a ship 

prow    a long, heavy wave 

bows    an enclosed area at the back of a ship above the main deck 

briny    covered with a thin layer of gold 

accustomed   another word for the forward parts of a ship 

roller    the back of a ship 

bulwarks   rude 

consequently   tilting to one side 

distilled   weak 

poop    movie theater 

courtly    fineness 

valiant    polite and elegant  

vulgar    well-made and beautiful 

discourteous   offensive 

stern    the sides of a ship above the upper deck  

exquisite   because of  

delicacy   searching 

rummaging   brave   
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Chapter 2:  On Board the “Dawn Treader” 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
coronation  a stimulating medicine or drink 

tribute   ceremony crowning a king or queen 

regent   the forward part of a ship where the crew is housed 

usurping  intensely unpleasant or disagreeable 

avenge   steal or swipe 

victual   a dividing wall 

cordial   payment by one nation to another acknowledging submission 

partition  one who rules a nation in the absence of the king 

forecastle  supplies of food 

headwind  to exact satisfaction by punishing a wrongdoing 

tiller   rude, disrespectful speech 

navigation  arrogance, showing off 

aft   a wind blowing in the opposite direction of a ship’s course 

ghastly   flexible 

swank   near, toward, or in the stern (rear) of a ship 

primitive  seizing power without right 

cheek   someone opposed to conflict 

scrounge  a straight two-edged sword with a narrow pointed blade 

pacifist   a lever used for steering a boat 

rapier   something new or unusual 

supple   crude, not very developed 

novelty  ship traffic or commerce 
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Chapter 3:  The Lone Islands 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
pattering   scolding or boring talk 

uninhabited   soiled and worn 

turf    items offered for sale 

had consented  paid out 

jaw    grassy ground 

bedraggled   having no permanent residents 

wares    the cargo area of a ship, below the deck 

carrion    land granted to a nobleman by his ruler 

rigmarole   paid back 

disbursed   had agreed or given permission 

made good   suffering neglect  

languishing   running with quick, light steps 

hold    confused, meaningless talk  

fief    literally, dead decaying flesh; here used as an insult 
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Chapter 4:  What Caspian Did There 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
trim    lazy 

jetty    a large quantity of falling items 

slovenly   disagreeable, unpleasant 

slouching   weak, lacking force 

gauntleted   untidy 

languid    neat and in good order 

dandified   stared open-mouthed 

bilious    flattering, intended to win favor 

cascade   a large bottle 

consorts   skill and good judgment 

abominable   inappropriately dressed-up 

dominions   a landing wharf 

flogging   irritating 

gaped    gloved  

ingratiating   beating 

prudence   gloomy 

sulky    companions 

galling    sickly or bad-natured 

flagon     lands under the rule of a nation 
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Chapter 5:  The Storm and What Came of It 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
forlorn    on board a ship 

sinister    deserving hatred 

aloft    kept motionless by lack of wind 

appalling   talking down to  

embarked   up on the mast of the ship 

wireless   sad, nearly hopeless 

rocket    a wind blowing between 32 and 63 miles per hour 

fiends    steep drop-offs 

gale    a depth of six feet 

becalmed   unfavorable, indicating trouble 

prig    radio 

patronising   depressing 

odious    unclear 

fathom    a flare used to signal for help 

ascent    a downward slope  

vague    inspiring terror or dismay 

oppressive   slipping and sliding 

hulk    annoying person 

venture   the body of a wrecked ship 

descent   risk, dare 

precipices   an upward slope 

slithering   devils, very wicked people 
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Chapter 6:  The Adventures of Eustace 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
blighter   a small point of land 

spit    sneak 

immense   cursed 

lithe    slowly and carefully 

shamming   disturbing, alarming 

bolted    landed 

exports   items brought in from another country 

imports   small gold bars 

ingots    items sent to another country 

infernal   pretending, tricking 

slink    a hidden supply  

stealthily   flexible 

hoard    someone who is not very-well liked 

disquieting   great, huge 

constancy   strength of mind, bravery 

lighted    ran in a panicked way 
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Chapter 7:  How the Adventure Ended 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
device     a ring of iron or rope used in a throwing game 

disputed   walked on 

ejaculations   supplies 

disenchanting   constant, unrelieved 

trodden   stubbornly difficult 

humane   sore 

revictualling   replenishing supplies 

capital    a design connected with a particular person or family 

obstinate   compassionate, considerate 

stores    sudden excited words or statements 

unmitigated   jerked or staggered 

tender    poor, insignificant 

smarted   questioned, disagreed 

mouldy   breaking a magic spell 

quoit    very good 
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Chapter 8:  Two Narrow Escapes 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
intervals   small bits of wood 

cricket    an armor shirt made of metal links 

vermilions   strange, suspicious 

matchwood   the handle of a sword 

valour    bright reds 

lee    a game played with a ball and bat by two teams 

stern-sheets   regular spaces 

sword-hilt   protective shelter 

mail shirt   the stern area of an open boat 

fishy    under a magic spell 

bewitched   bravery 
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Chapter 9:  The Island of the Voices 
 
 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
extracted    joined, traveled with 

mellow   discuss terms with an enemy 

furrow    softened with age  

gentry    likely to betray trust 

conspicuous   bad-tempered 

folly    hatred, ill will 

skulking   obvious, easily seen 

parley    be amazed  

enmity    a trench in the earth made by a plow 

wonder   lack of good sense 

downright   sneaking 

treacherous   people of a specified group 

accompanied   paved with stone 

flagged    removed, pulled out 
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Chapter 10: The Magician’s Book 

 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
inquisitive   odd, unusual 

keen on   unclear, confused     

currants   something like the thick lumps in cottage cheese 

curds    small seedless raisins 

mead    a drink, similar to wine, made with honey 

examination   a facial expression of disgust 

landing    hallway 

queer    excited or enthusiastic about 

grimace   test in school 

corridor   a contest of knights 

infallible   persuade 

uttereth   curious 

muddlesome   certain to work, unable to fail 

tournament   a level platform at the end of or between flights of stairs 

plainer    faded, dirty-looking 

induce    says 

dingy    expressing disapproval or disappointment  

reproachfully   secretly listening to someone else’s conversation 

eavesdropping  more ordinary looking, less attractive 
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Chapter 11:  The Dufflepuds Made Happy 
 

 
Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
chaplet   a creature with only one foot 

crestfallen   made twice as great 

lemon-squash   a wreath worn on the head 

conceited   dejected, disappointed 

astrolabes, etc.  scientific instruments 

monopod   a drink similar to lemonade 

redoubled   having too high an opinion of oneself  
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Chapter 12:  The Dark Island 
 

 
Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 

sleepers   devices for holding oars in place 

at length   cowardly behavior   

cowardice   supports for railroad rails   

lurid    jerked in surprise    

rowlocks   confused, disorderly retreat  

started    watered-down rum 

mutiny    after a while   

poltroonery   a large seabird   

rout    lack of courage   

albatross   rebellion against a ship’s commander 

grog    dim, pale    
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Chapter 13:  The Three Sleepers 
 
 
Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
constellations   foaming, crashing waves 

luminous   the study of plants   

starboard   beg 

breakers   groups of stars that seem to form a picture 

botany    the right side of a ship, looking forward 

concealed   walked casually   

entwining   glowing, shining  

beseech   hidden 

sauntered   twisting, tangling 
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Chapter 14:  The Beginning of the End of the World 
 

 
Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
grave    determined 

decrepit   serious 

reckon    hand down 

resolved   thin and worn out by suffering 

stint    think, understand 

oblivion   worn out by old age 

barring    a landing place on the bank of a waterway 

wintering   embarrassed  

quay    spending the winter in a safe place 

deem    limit 

bequeath   consider, believe 

sheepish   worn out by old age 

haggard   except for 
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Chapter 15:  The Wonders of the Last Sea 

 

Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 
 
cutting    left alone on an island 

fathom    slender towers surrounded by balconies 

submarine   a large group (of fish) 

pinnacles   an opening cut through a hill for a railroad track 

minarets   small crowns or wreaths worn on the head 

Kraken    a measure of the depth of water, equal to six feet 

groves    small pointed towers 

shoal    a sea monster  

coronets   small woods without underbrush 

marooned   under water  
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Chapter 16:  The Very End of the World 
 

 
Vocabulary Quiz – Draw a line from each word to the correct meaning. 

crook     discussion   

shrouds   units of distance between 2.4 and 4.6 miles  

draughts   sails and ropes supporting the masts 

consultation   taught a lesson 

leagues   drinks  

abdicating   ripping  

irresolute   ordinary  

lessoned   a shepherd’s staff  

baited    giving  up a throne or position  

grievous   undecided 

rending   teased or harassed  

 

 


